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We report a theoretical analysis on the influence of operation temperature on the static and 

dynamic properties of an InP/InGaAsP semiconductor Laser amplifier (SLA). We use a 

numerical wideband steady-state model and numerical algorithm, to study the (I-P) curves, 

gain bandwidth, noise figure, outpout noise power and outpout OSNR in a range between -

20 °C and 100 °C. InP/InGaAsP SLA exhibited a thershold curent as low as 55mA at 100 

°C and the characteristic temperature (T0) of the SLA was found to be 142.8 0C, which 

confirms the high temperature operation of the device. Moreover, the results show that  

InP/InGaAsP SLA can cover 3dB operating at signal wavelengths between 1.54µm and 

1.58µm with  gains of up to 25dB at -20 0C. This peak slightly decreases with temperature. 

Furthermore, a high out power saturation of 7 dB was exhabited at -20 °C and a low noise 

figure of around 2.8 dB was achieved in the deviece. Finally, our model shows the elegant 

performance of InGaAsP/InP SLA in the range between -20 °C and 100 °C, which makes 

it a promising candidate for integrated photonics.   
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1. Introduction 
 

Semiconductor laser amplifiers (SLAs) or  semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are 

vital elements in integrated optoelectronics and optical communications, such as optical switches 

[1], optical signal processing [2], pulse shaping [3], wavelength converters [4], clock recovery [5], 

wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) [6], and coherent optical communication [7]. This is 

mostly due to their broad bandwidth with high bit rate transmission [8], low noise figure [9], wide 

wavelength range for input and output signals [10], low chirp [11], insensitivity to the polarization 

[12], high nonlinearity [13] and lower cost [14]. SOAs are optoelectronic devices (e.g., 

semiconductor lasers) that amplify light; however, they amplify light in a single pass without 

optical cavity (see Fig. 1).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Amplification process in a traveling-wave SOA. 
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Understanding the operation and preference of SOAs is vital in modern optical 

communication systems. Consequently, many experimental and theoretical studies have attempted 

to understand the physics and operation of these materials; and hence have aimed to design an 

optimum and efficient SOA element. Most of these studies have focused on the effect of the 

operating conditions (i.e., bias current, modulation frequency, etc.) on the optical and dynamic 

properties of SOAs [15, 16, 17, 18]. Furthermore, the noise figure, outpout noise power and 

outpout of SOA has been accurately studied. For example, in [19] the noise level was significantly 

reduced by co-propagating the injection, from both the theoretical and experimental point of view. 

In [20], a bulk InP/InGaAsP SOA was described using a wideband steady-state model with 

different geometrical parameters. In [21], a high pumped current was used at moderate input signal 

power to reduce the noise in long SOAs. In [22], a wideband model was applied to describe the 

operation of strained MQW-SOA under wide range of bias currents. In [23], the effect of 

temperature up to 55 0C on the operation of InP and GaAs SOAs material was experimentally 

reported, and it was shown that GaAs SOA is less sensitive to the temperature with a less ASE 

level. In [24], InAs QD SOA was experimentally demonstrated for a temperature up to 100 °C.  To 

the best of our knowledge, the effect of operation temperature on SOA characterization has not yet 

been theoretically analyzed. Moreover, it is possible that the temperature of the device changes 

under operation, by means of both self-heating and external mechanisms such as the temperature 

of the surrounding environment. Therefore, the intention of this article is to study an InP/InGaAsP 

wideband SOA through numerical simulations based on a wideband steady-state model in a 

temperature range of between -20 °C and 100 °C. 

 

 

2. Amplifier structure and numerical model 

 

The sample under discussion is a bulk heterostructure p-i-n junction. To increase optical 

confinement and electrical confinement in the active region, the lower bandgap intrinsic region of 

1.55µm InP/InGaAsP (see Fig. 2). Current is pumped into the active region to produce a high 

population of carriers. The carrier density should overcome the transparency carrier density to get 

an optical gain in the material, and hence amplify optical signals through the stimulated emission 

process. During operation as an optical amplifier, light is coupled into the waveguide at Z=0. The 

light is amplified as it goes through the waveguide. Eventually, at Z=L, the out pout power is 

considerably higher than at Z=0.          

 

Fig. 2. SOA schematic. 

 

The SOA numerical model that is used in this study is built on a set of differential 

equations that demonstrate the dynamicity of carrier and photon flux rates described in [20, 21]. 

The traveling-wave equations for the signal fields can be described as: 

 
𝑑𝐸𝑠𝑘

± (𝑧)

𝑑𝑧
= [±𝑗𝐵𝑘 ± 1

2⁄ (𝛤 𝑔𝑚(𝑣𝑘, 𝑁(𝑧)) − 𝛼)]𝑑𝐸𝑠𝑘
± (𝑧)                                                (1) 

 

Here, 𝑑𝐸𝑠𝑘

± (𝑧) is a complex traveling wave, in both z-direction; (βk) is the coefficient of 

propagation; (α) is the material loss; gm(vk, n) is the material gain coefficient; and  is the optical 

confinement factor. The traveling-wave equations for the spontaneous emission are given by [20]:  
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𝑑𝑁𝑗

±(𝑧)

𝑑𝑧
= ± [(𝛤 𝑔𝑚 (𝑣𝑗 , 𝑁(𝑧)) − 𝛼)] 𝑁𝑗

±(𝑧) + 𝑅𝑠𝑝 (𝑣𝑗 , 𝑁(𝑧))                                     (2) 

 

Here, N±
j is the spontaneous emission rate in both z-direction; and Rsp is the emission noise 

coupled into N+
j and N-

j. The carrier density positive z-direction complies the rate equation and can 

be written as [20]: 

 

𝑑𝑁(𝑧)

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐼

𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑊
− 𝑅(𝑁(𝑧)) −

𝛤

𝑑𝑤
{∑ 𝑔𝑚(𝑣𝑘, 𝑁(𝑧))(𝑁𝑠𝑘

+ (𝑧) + (𝑁𝑠𝑘
− (𝑧)

𝑁𝑠

𝑘=1

}          

                                                          − {∑ 𝑔𝑚 (𝑣𝑗 , 𝑁(𝑧)) 𝐾𝑗(𝑁𝑗
+(𝑧) + (𝑁𝑗

−(𝑧)𝑁𝑚−1
𝑗=1 }                                                (3) 

 

Here, I is the current; R is the recombination rate; e is elementary charge; Ns is the 

number of signals injected in the SOA; 𝑁𝑠𝑘
+  is the photon rate in the positive direction; and 𝑁𝑠𝑘

−  is 

the photon rate in the opposite direction. Originally, equations 1 to 3 can be solved numerically. 

The material gain can be calculated, as follows [20]:       

  

𝑔𝑚(𝑣, 𝑛, 𝑡) = (
𝑐2

4 √2 𝜋3 2⁄  𝑛𝑇  
2 𝑡 𝑣2

) . (
2𝑚𝑒 𝑚ℎℎ

ℎ  2𝜋. (𝑚𝑒+𝑚ℎℎ)
)

3
2⁄

 

 

                                                                 . √𝑣 −
𝐸𝑔(𝑛)

ℎ
  [𝑓𝑐(𝑣) − 𝑓𝑉(𝑣)]                                                                (4) 

 

Here, c is the speed of light; h is the Planck constant; and  is the radiative recombination 

lifetime. The noise figure (NF) and the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) can be numerically 

calculated from the model, as introduced in [21]. Finally, the other physical factors that we have 

used in the modeling are defined in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Alcatel SOA device parameters used for simulations. 

 

Symbol Descreption Value Units 

L Active area length 700 µm 

𝒲 Active area width 0.4 µm 

𝒹 Active area thickness 0.4 µm 

 Optical confinement factor 0.45 ---- 

A Linear recombination coefficient 36 x107 1/s 

B Recombination coefficient 5.6×10-16 m3s-1
 

C Auger coefficient 3×10-41 m6s-1 

vg Group velocity 75 x 106 m/s 

nt Linear radiative recombination coefficient 1.4×1024 m-3 

me Effective mass of electron in the conduction band 4.1×10-32 kg 

mhh Effective mass of a hh in the valence band 4.19×10-31 kg 

mhl Effective mass of a lh in the valence band 5.06×10-32 kg 

dnr Differential of active refractive index regarding to carrier density -1.8×10-26 m-3 

neq Equivalent effective refractive index at zero carrier density 3.22 ----- 

dneg Differential of equivalent refractive index at zero carrier density -1.8×10-26 m-3 

kg Bandgap shrinkage constant 9×10-11 eVm 

Eg0 Bandgap energy with no injected carrier 0.77725 eV 

Ko Carrier independent absorption loss coefficient 6200 m-1 

K1 Carrier dependent absorption loss coefficient 7.5×10-21 m2 

𝒴 Composition of arsenide in the active region 0.892 ----- 
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3. Result and dissuasion 

 

3.1. Optical characteristics of SOA 

The output optical power against driven current is plotted in Fig. 3 at different operation 

temperatures for the SOA, namely -20, 20, 60 and 100 0C. The input signal power is taken as -

20dB and the wavelength signal is kept at 1550 nm. The threshold current (Ith) of the device is 

approximately 35 mA at 20 0C, which is a convenient value in comparison with some recent 

results for modern semiconductor materials [25, 26]. Furthermore, the threshold current increases 

when temperature is increased (the plot of Ln(Ith) versus temperature is pictured in Fig. 4). We 

calculate the characteristic temperature (To) as 142.8 0C, which is harmonic with the results in 

[27]. Furthermore, the sample showed a high temperature operation, which makes it a reliable 

device for optical network communication.        

 

 

Fig. 3. Power-current curves   at 20, 20, 60 and 100 oC, input signal power is -20dB and  

signal wavelength is 1550 nm. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The relationship between In(Ith) and temperature. 

 

 

3.2. Static characteristics of the SOA  

Fig. 5 shows the simulated gain spectra for SOA at different temperatures, and with a 

fixed driven current (140 mA) and input signal power (-20 dB). The value of the peak gain reduces 

and shifts towards longer wavelengths when temperature is increased. Moreover, the gain 

bandwidth of the ASO also decreases when temperature increases.  Fig. 6 shows fiber-to-fiber gain 

against output power at fixed driven current (140mA), input signal wavelength (1550 nm), and at 

different temperatures. Fig. 7 shows fiber-to-fiber gain against input power at fixed driven current 

(140mA), fixed input signal wavelength (1550 nm), and at different temperatures. Saturation 

power versus temperature for both input and output power cases is plotted in Fig. 8. The 3dB gain 

for both input power and output power decreases with increasing temperature. The temperature 

coefficient is plotted versus input power in Fig. 9. It is found that by increasing the input power 

signal of the SOA, the effect of temperature on the SOA decreases. At a signal above -10dB, the 

temperature coefficient does not change with input power signal. Gain level above 28 dB was 
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achieved at -20 °C, which reduce to 25 dB at 100 °C. The result at -20 °C shows a high power 

saturation range, which mantains the linear working region and hence gives a higher dynamic 

range. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Gain spectra for SOA AT 20, 20, 60 AND 100°c, Signal power – 20dB  

and Injection curret 140mA. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Fiber-to-fiber gain versus output power at 20, 20, 60 and 100 and fixed wavelength  

of 1550 nm Injection currect 140 mA. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Fiber-to-fiber gain versus input power at fixed driven current (140Ma) and  

fixed input signal wavelength (1550 nm). 
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Fig. 8. Saturation power as a function of temperature for both input and output power cases. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Temperature coefficient versus input power. 

 

 

3.3. Dynamic characteristics of the SOA 

Fig. 10 represents the NF against the input power for different temperatures for SOA. At 

low input signal powers, the NF tends to constant values. At around -25 dB, the NF has the lowest 

value at 20 °C and the highest value at 60 °C. Then, at about -5 dB of the input signal power, NF 

has the lowest value at -20 °C and the highest value at 100 °C (which can be defined as threshold 

point). Therefore, the increase of input power raises the NF of the sample. Fig. 11 shows the noise 

power spectra of the SOA at different temperatures. It is obvious that by increasing the 

temperature, the noise power reduces. Moreover, the output noise power against input power is 

plotted in Fig. 12. The significant decreases of the output noise power occur in the range of input 

power of -20dB to -5dB. At -5dB, the entire range of temperatures that were studied show the 

same value of output noise power (around 42 dB). This is the linear working region for a SOA 

device with low noise power. Finally, the OSNR, which quantifies the degree of optical noise 

interference on optical signals, is also simulated in this study. 

Fig. 13 reveals the output OSNR against the input power of the device at different 

temperatures. The results in Fig. 13 show that the SOA provides a high value of OSNR up to 58 

dB at -20 oC in the linear working region. This could be an essential point for the DWDM 

networks that require operating above their OSNR limit to ensure error-free operation.   
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Fig. 10. Noise figure (NF) against the input power for various values of temperature  

for SOA wavelength is 1550 nm. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. The noise power spectra of the SOA at different temperatures.      
 

  

           
 

Fig. 12. Output noise power against input power. Wavelength is 1550 nm and  

injection current 140 mA. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Output OSNR as a function to the inout power at different temperatures.  

Wavelength is 1550 nm and injection current 140 mA. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

We numerically solved the stady-state rate equations model of the InGaAsP/InP 

semiconductor Laser amplifier to study the operation profermance of this device at a range of 

tempertures ( -20 to 100 0C). The sample showed a high temperature operation of the device with 

55 mA thershold current at elevated temperature. Moreover, the results show the InP/InGaAsP 

SOA can amplify a wide signal wavelength range (1.54µm to1.58µm) with a peak gain of 25dB at 

-20 0C. Additionally, the introduced model of InGaAsP/InP SOA shows a wide linear working 

region for the SOA device with low noise power in the range between -20 °C and 100 °C. This 

makes it a promising candidate for integrated photonics. Finally, we hope that this work will be 

able to add to our understanding of the operation and performance of InP/InGaAsP SOAs. 
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